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Abstract—Location-based services (LBS) can be treated as
an abstraction of spatial queries, e.g. k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) queries. In LBS, users retrieve their desired entertainment
services and information from their mobile devices based on
their geographical position at the request time through mobile network. The IEEE standardization of Dedicated Short
Range Communication (DSRC)/Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) is designed for high-speed vehicle-tovehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication in vehicular
ad-hoc networks (VANETs). However, most existing VANETbased LBS are designed for simple applications like information
dissemination. In this paper, we develop a VANET-based LBS
with the utilization of RSUs as an infrastructure support to
process k-NN queries. In our framework, we design road-based
semantic broadcasting and scheduling methods for RSUs to
pour useful information into the network, and a communication
protocol to handle incomplete transmission between vehicles and
RSUs. We evaluate our framework with and without RSUs
through simulated experiments. Experimental results show that
the utilization of RSUs significantly improve the query response
time, query answer accuracy, and communication overhead.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Nowadays users reply on location-based services (LBS) to
obtain information and entertainment based to their current
geographic positions detected by their mobile devices. LBS
can be defined as an abstraction of spatial queries, e.g., knearest-neighbor (k-NN) queries (e.g., “Where are the five
nearest Japanese restaurants to my car?”). Due to the growing
need for high-speed data transmission in vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs) (i.e., vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-toinfrastructure), the IEEE standardization of Dedicated Short
Range Communication (DSRC)/Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) [1], [2] has been realized and it also
allocates some channels for mobile infotainment, e.g., LBS.
Both LBS and VANETs have been well studied, but the
combination of these receives very little attention.

VANETs. A user u’s k-NN query is defined as (u.l, u.k, u.r),
where u.l is u’s location at the time of query and u wants to
find at most k nearest objects of interests within a network
distance u.r from u.l. The key challenges of deploying RSUs
for VANET-based LBS is two-fold: (1) how RSUs broadcast
data with semantics and spatial locality that facilitate spatial
query processing in road networks and (2) how vehicles deal
with incomplete broadcast from a RSU due to out of the
RSU’s transmission range or network problems. For the first
challenge, we propose a road-based semantic broadcasting for
RSUs and use a Hilbert curve to order road-based semantics.
For the second challenge, we design a communication protocol for vehicles for handling incomplete broadcast (i.e., a
vehicle may lose connection to a RSU before receiving all the
information about a road segment).
We compare the performance of VANET-based LBS without and with RSUs through simulated experiments on a real
road network. Experimental results show that the utilization of
RSUs significantly reduces the query response time, improve
the query answer accuracy, and reduce the communication
overhead of VANET-based LBS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
highlights related work. Section III presents the system model.
Section IV delineates the query processing algorithm. Section V describes the utilization of RSUs in VANET-based LBS.
Section VI analyzes experiment results. Finally, Section VII
concludes this paper.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

VANETs have many unique characteristics to distinguish themselves from conventional mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) [1], [3], [4], e.g., constrained and predictable
movements in road networks, highly dynamic network topology, carry-and-forward transmission paradigm, and vehicles
with ample energy and high computational capacity. These
characteristics make existing MANET-based LBS frameworks
not suitable for VANETs.

Existing MANET-based LBS frameworks can be categorized according to their supported services. (1) resource
discovery services [5]–[8]. They simply disseminate queries
and resource information in the network. Once there is a match
between a query and an available resource, the resource information is sent back. (2) spatio-temporal queries with different
focuses. There are interesting works on dealing with inaccurate
position information [9], designing a distributed tree-like index
structure with semantic caching [10], developing cooperative
filtering to process skyline queries [11], and using cooperative
monitoring techniques to support continuous LBS [12]–[15].
However, these frameworks assume that mobile nodes are
frequently connected, so they cannot be applied to VANETs.

In this paper, we aim to utilize road-side units (RSUs)
as infrastructure supports for processing k-NN queries in

Most research of VANETs focuses on non-spatial applications such as routing protocols [4], [16], data aggrega-

tion [17], [18], information dissemination [19]–[25] and roadside units scheduling. Although the concepts of traffic-based
forwarding [23] and data pouring [24] have been proposed
for VANETs, spatio-temporal query processing is not considered. A few information dissemination frameworks have
been proposed for VANETs. For example, FleaNet is a virtual
market for resource discovery [26]. Vehicles work together to
keep messages alive in a target area for a specified period of
time and send them to all interested subscribers [27]–[29]. A
vehicle can continuously monitor its nearest vehicles within
its transmission range for safety purpose [30]. Unfortunately,
these frameworks only support simple information dissemination applications [26]–[29] or keep track of neighboring
vehicles (i.e., within one hop distance) [30]. Our work goes
beyond such simple applications to support efficient k-NN
query processing with the utilization of RSUs in VANETs.
III.

S YSTEM M ODEL

We here present the system model and define our problem.
Road networks. We assume that the road network of a
city or county can be downloaded from a server or preloaded
in the client device. Road networks are modeled to a weighted
graph G = (V, E), where E is the edge set that represents
a set of road segments and V is the vertex set of road
segments. Each edge is represented by two vertices vi vj .
Road length is indicated as the weight of an edge. The
distance from point pi to point pj (i.e., dist(pi , pj )) in the
road network is defined by the shortest network distance
from pi to pj and calculated through the network expansion
technique [31]. Figure 1 depicts a simple weighted graph,
where the vertices and edges are represented by circles and
lines, respectively, and objects are represented by squares. A
user u is represented by a triangle and its trajectory is supposed
to be v5 → v3 → u. The network distance from u to o1 ,
i.e., dist(u, o1 ), is calculated as the shortest path distance
dist(u, v4 ) + dist(v4 , v2 ) + dist(v2 , o1 ) = 1.5 km. A grid
index structure is built on the road network to efficiently find
an edge on which a given position locates.
Spatial objects. Spatial objects are able to broadcast
(id, loc, data, T T L) to vehicles residing in its transmission
range, where id is an unique object identity allocated by a
certain registration server, loc is the object’s location, data
contains both static information (e.g., phone number) and
dynamic information (e.g., table availability and waiting time)
and T T L is the valid time period for the dynamic information.
Vehicles and queries. Each vehicle is equipped with a
positioning device (e.g., GPS) and a wireless communication
interface (e.g., IEEE DSRC) to exchange data with other vehicles and receive information from spatial objects. A vehicle
u can issue a k-NN query in a form of Q = (u.l, u.k, u.r) to
find u.k nearest objects located within a network distance u.r
from u’s location u.l at the query time.
Road-side units (RSUs). RSUs are deployed in the road
network, e.g., intersections of road segments. Each RSU
collects nearby objects’ information through the Internet and
broadcasts the information to vehicles residing in its transmission range. RSUs broadcast information for various applications, so they periodically allocate a certain time period for
our LBS application.
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Fig. 1: Road network model.
Road-based semantic caching. Each entry in a vehicle’s
local cache is in the form of (eid, seg list, obj cnt, obj set),
indicating that the vehicle user has cached a set obj set of
obj cnt objects located on edge eid’s disjoint segments in
seg list. If a vehicle traveled an entire edge vi vj , the seg list
contains only one segment vi vj and obj set stores all the
objects on vi vj . However, if vi vj has no object, obj cnt = 0
and obj set is empty. Figure 1b depicts an example, where a
user u traveled from v5 to v3 and then to her current location
u.l on edge v3 v4 . u knows the information of all the objects on
edge v5 v3 (i.e., o4 ) and the information of o2 on the segment
v3 u.l. Thus, u’s local cache stores two entries: (v3 v5 , {v3 v5 },
1, {o4 }) and (v3 v4 , {v3 u.l}, 1, {o2 }).
Three key operations are defined to manage a local cache:
(1) Insertion. If a new edge/segment pi pj overlaps an existing
segment pn pm , these two segments are combined into one
segment ps pe where ps = min(pi , pn ) and pe = min(pj , pm ).
Otherwise, pi pj and its objects are directly inserted to the
local cache accordingly. (2) Update. Vehicles update their local
cache when they receive updated information for a cached
object. (3) Deletion. If an object became stale, it is removed
from the local cache. For cache replacement, objects that are
farthest away from the user have a highest chance to be
replaced. When the obj cnt of an edge/segment becomes 0
due to object deletion, the whole entry needs to be removed.
An edge/segment that has no object, i.e. obj cnt = 0, and is
far away from the vehicle’s current location is also removed
from the local cache during cache replacement. The network
distance from a user u to an edge/segment ps pe is calculated
as min(dist(u, ps ), dist(u, pe )).
Time-to-live estimation for query messages. We extend
an one-way-traffic statistic model [32] to a two-way-traffic
model to analyze the carrying and forwarding time for delivering a message in a road network. A message m forwarded over
an edge vi vj with a length l from vi to vj , l may be partitioned
into forwarding distance lf , carry distance lc , and backwardforwarding distance lb , where lf is the distance traveled
through wireless transmission by vehicles moving from vi to
vj , lb is the distance traveled through wireless transmission by
vehicles moving from vj to vi , and lc is the distance traveled
by physical movement of vehicles. lc = l − lf − lb and lf is
calculated by the following equation:
lf = s

1/λi − (Rc /s + 1/λi )e−λi Rc /s
,
1 − e−λi Rc /s

(1)

where Rc is the transmission range of a vehicle, s is the
movement speed, and λi is the vehicle arrival rate (i.e., the
number of vehicles per second) at vertex vi . lb is calculated
by Equation 1 by replacing λi with λj . The delivery time is the

sum of forwarding, carry, and backward-forwarding delays:
tdelivery = (lf /Rc ) × t1hop + (lc /s) + (lb /Rc ) × t1hop , (2)
where the forwarding and backward-forwarding delays are the
number of hops required to travel lf and lb multiplied by the
one-hop transmission time t1hop , respectively, and the carry
delay is the time to travel lc at the speed s.
Since a VANET is frequently partitioned, a coverage factor
α (0 ≤ α ≤ 100%) is incorporated into the time-to-live (T T L)
estimation of a query message to balance a performance tradeoff between the answer accuracy and the query response time.
For example, a user may want to search 80% of a required
search area in order to obtain a query answer faster. The basic
idea of the T T L estimation is to use the network expansion
technique to select all possible paths from a querying vehicle’s
location such that they cover α of all the required search
segments, and then T T L is the largest estimated delivery delay
of the shortest selected path.
Hybrid routing protocol. After a vehicle uj receives a
query from ui , uj needs to send a reply message back to
ui . Considering ui is moving after sending the query, existing
location-aware point-to-point (P2P) routing protocol may be
insufficient. To solve this problem, we consider a conservative
approach, in which ui may appear at any location within a
network distance d = (tc − tq ) × smax from ui ’s location at
the query time tq , where tc is the current time and smax is
the maximum possible speed of ui . uj first uses a P2P routing
protocol (e.g., [33]) to send a message back to ui ’s query
location, and then all message receivers residing ui ’s possible
location range broadcast to their neighbors until the message
T T L elapses. Such a T T L is calculated as the sum of the
P2P delivery time (using Equation 2) and the delivery time to
cover ui ’s possible location range (using the T T L estimation
for query messages).
Problem definition. Given a user u’s k-NN query (i.e.,
Q = (u.l, u.k, u.r)), u communicates with other vehicles in a
VANET to find at most u.k nearest objects located within a
network distance u.r from u’s location u.l. Our objectives are
to utilize road-side units, which push the information of their
nearby objects to vehicles residing in their transmission ranges,
to reduce the query response time and the communication
overhead, and improve the query answer accuracy.
IV.

k-NN Q UERY P ROCESSING

In this section, we present how a vehicle user u finds
an answer for her k-NN query Q = (u.l, u.k, u.r). The
algorithm has three major steps, namely, candidate object
step, verification step, and query answer step. We will present
the details of the k-NN query processing algorithm in this
section and the utilization of RSUs for VANET-based LBS in
Section V.
Step 1 of 3: Candidate object step. This step prunes the
user-defined search range u.r by finding u.k candidate objects
and takes the network distance from the query location u.l to
the k-th farthest candidate as the new search range u.r . The
vehicle user issuing a k-NN query Q = (uq .l, uq .k, uq .r) is
considered as a query sender uq and the vehicles receiving Q
are considered as query receivers ur .

Query sender. uq issues a candidate object search request
Robj = (uq .l, uq .k, uq .r, uq .T T L, uq .List) based on the number uq .k  of objects that located within the network distance
uq .r from uq .l in its local cache, where uq .T T L is the T T L
for searching edges within uq .r from uq .l. If uq .k  < uq .k,
uq .k is set to uq .k − uq .k  and uq .List records the identities
of all uq .k  objects. uq then sends Robj to its neighbors. If
uq .k  ≥ uq .k or uq receives uq .k − uq k  objects from query
receivers, uq calculates the pruned search range that has uq .k
objects. In the first case, uq selects the uq .k nearest objects
to uq .l and the search range uq .r is reduced to the network
distance r from uq .l to the uq .k-th nearest object. If uq .T T L
elapses but Robj fails to find uq .k − uq .k  objects, uq reduces
uq .r to the distance to the farthest object in uq .List.
Query receiver. ur only processes Robj if it has not received Robj from uq before, Robj .T T L does not expire, and
dist(ur .l, uq .l) < uq .r. ur selects the cached objects located
within uq .r from uq .l but not in uq .List, denoted the number
as ur .k  . If ur .k  < uq .k, ur updates the uq .List in Robj and
sends it to its neighbors. ur also sends the object information
along with its road-based semantics of ur .k  objects to uq . If
ur .k  > uq .k, ur returns the uq .k nearest objects to uq and
Robj will not be forwarded.
Step 2 of 3: Verification step. This step searches the
network within u.r from u.l to verify if nearer objects exists
till the T T L of the query message expires, or the u obtains
all the objects within u.r based on road-based semantics.
Query sender. uq broadcasts a verification request Rverif y =
(uq .l, uq .r , uq .T T L, uq .List, uq .Segment) to search all the
edges within uq .r from uq .l, where uq .T T L is the T T L for
searching all the edges within uq .r , objects located within
uq .r from uq .l are added to uq .List, and road-based semantics about the road segments within uq .r are added to
uq .Segment. When road-based semantics stored in uq ’s local
cache covers all the edges within uq .r or uq .T T L elapses, uq
proceeds to the next step.
Query receiver. ur processes Rverif y if it has not received
Rverif y from uq before, Rverif y .T T L does not expire and
dist(ur .l, uq .l) < uq .r . ur updates Rverif y according to its
local cache. For each cached edge/segment vi vj that is within
uq .r from uq .l, if it is not in uq .Segment, objects located on
it are added to uq .List and vi vj is added to uq .Segment. If
vi vj is already in uq .Segment, but vi vj is not covered by any
segment vs ve in uq .Segment, vi vj is added to uq .Segment.
If there is any object within uq .r from uq .l on vi vj but not
on vs ve , uq .List is updated accordingly. ur sends the updated
Rverif y to its neighbors and the object information with its
road semantics to uq .
Step 3 of 3: Query answer step. In in step, uq finds the
uq .k nearest objects within the network distance uq .r from uq
as a query answer.
V.

U TILIZATION OF ROAD -S IDE U NITS

RSUs are deployed to disseminate the information about
the objects in their vicinity to vehicles located in their transmission range. Pouring more useful object information with roadbased semantics to them can facilitate query processing. The
basic idea is to divide the system area into disjoint duty regions
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Fig. 2: The utilization of RSUs for k-NN query processing.
and one RSU is assigned to each duty region. There is no
assumption on the partition method as long as the system area
is partitioned into disjoint regions. Each RSU is responsible for
disseminating the information of the set of edges intersecting
its assigned region. We first propose road-based semantic
broadcasting to facilitate k-NN query processing and use the
Hilbert curve to order objects and road-based semantics in a
broadcast channel. We then describe a communication protocol
for vehicles to deal with incomplete transmission for an edge
from a RSU.
A. Road-based Semantic Broadcasting and Scheduling
Suppose RSUs are deployed by a service provider and
our application is one of many applications using RSUs
to disseminate information in VANETs, so they broadcast
information for our LBS application every t seconds. Figure 2a
illustrates an example, where a RSU broadcasts information
for eight applications in its broadcast cycle. The whole system
area is divided into equal-sized grid cells. Breath-first search
is utilized to find a certain number of grid cells around a RSU
as its duty region. The RSU is responsible for broadcasting
the information of all the edges along with their objects
intersecting its duty region.
For each edge vs ve intersecting a RSU R’s duty region,
R first broadcasts its identity vs ve (where vs < ve ) and
the number of objects n located on it, and then sequentially
broadcasts the objects on vs ve from vs to ve . For the edge
v3 v4 in Figure 1b, the RSU broadcasts the edge id of v3 v4 ,
the number of objects on v3 v4 (i.e. 2), the information of o2 ,
and then the information of o3 (Figure 2a). If there is no object
located on vs ve , n is set to 0 and no object will be transmitted
(e.g., v1 v3 in Figure 2a).
To retain the spatial locality of the information about a
duty region broadcasted from RSUs, the nearby edges should
be scheduled together. We employ the Hilbert space-filling
curves [34] to map two-dimensional edges to one-dimensional
ordering, so as to order the set of edges. Figure 2b depicts an
example to show how the Hilbert curve order the edges in our
running example. In this example, the curve represented by a
series of black connected dotted lines starts at the left-bottom
cell that intersects two edges v1 v5 and v5 v6 , so v1 v5 and v5 v6
are ordered as the first and second edges, respectively, where
we break ties by selecting the edge with more objects. The
curve next encounters two edges v3 v4 and v1 v3 , which are
ordered as the third and fourth ones, and so on. The table in
Figure 2b shows the ordering of all the edges.

B. Handling Incomplete Transmission
A vehicle user u can receive information broadcast from
a RSU when it is residing in a RSU’s transmission range
and updates its local cache accordingly. We here describe
a communication protocol for u to handle incomplete transmission of edge vi vj , when a communication link between
u and the RSU breaks during transmission. The main idea
is to cache the segment from vi to the location of the last
completely transmitted object. We use an example to illustrate
the communication protocol. Suppose R broadcasts edge v3 v4
to u (Figure 2a). The order of transmission is the edge id of
v3 v4 , n = 2, the information of o2 , and the information of o3
(because o2 is closer to v3 than o3 ). Figure 2c depicts three
possible cases of transmitting v3 v4 . (1) If the communication
link breaks before transmitting the information of o2 , there is
no update for u’s local cache. (2) If the link breaks before
transmitting the information of o3 , the segment from v3 to the
location of o2 with the information of o2 are added to u’s local
cache. (3) If the link breaks after transmitting the information
of o2 and o3 , since n = 2, u adds the edge v3 v4 with the
information of o2 and o3 to its local cache.
VI.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

In this section, we first describe our experiment settings,
and then analyze experimental results.
A. Experiment Settings
We study the performance of our k-NN query processing
algorithm without and with the support of RSUs, denoted as
BA and RSU respectively. Their performance is measured
in terms of average query response time per query, average
accuracy ratio per query and average number of messages per
query. The response time of a query is the duration from the
time when the query is issued to the time when its answer is
computed. The accuracy ratio is the number of queries that
return accurate answers to the total number of queries. For the
average number of messages, we consider all the messages
generated during the experiment, including query messages
and the messages broadcasted from RSUs.
Our experiments were implemented in C++ and run on an
Ubuntu 11.10 machine with 3.4GHz Intel Core i7 processor
and 16GB RAM. We extracted an area of 4 km × 4 km with
1,772 vertices and 2,181 edges from the road map of Beijing,
China from Cloudmade [35]. 10,000 vehicle trajectories are
randomly generated by using the A* algorithm [36]. 600
objects are uniformly distributed in the system. All vehicles
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move at a speed of 30 km per hour, their transmission range
and bandwidth are 100 meters and 2 Mbps, respectively, and
their cache size is 10% of the total number of objects in the
system. The time-to-live (T T L) of object information is 60
seconds. The coverage factor α used in the estimation of a
query message T LL is set to 80%. The user-specified query
range r = 2 km. The default RSU broadcast period is 6s. The
default number of RSUs is 8 × 8; and hence, the system area
is divided into 64 equal-sized regions and one RSU assigned
to each region. We started recording simulation results after
500 queries in order to avoid a transient effect. The simulation
results are based on 1,000 queries with the requested number
of nearest neighbors k = 6.
B. Effect of the Requested Number of Nearest Neighbors (k)
Figure 3 depicts the performance of BA and RSU with
respect to various requested numbers of nearest neighbors
(k) which is increased from 1 to 10. The results show that
RSU effectively improves the query response time and the
query answer accuracy, as depicted in Figures 3a and 3b,
respectively. The query answer accuracy of BA becomes much
lower when the value of k increases. Although RSU broadcasts
extra messages to VANETs, it pours more useful information
of objects and edges into the network, the querying vehicles of
RSU are easier to find nearby objects and a smaller required

search range in the verification step. As a result, the querying
vehicles experience shorter query response time and higher
query answer accuracy. The shortened query response time
avoids some query message generated by vehicles. This offsets
the number of extra messages generated by RSUs (Figure 3c).
C. Effect of the Number of RSUs
Figure 4 depicts the effect of the number of RSUs on
the performance of RSU by varying the number of RSUs
from 6 × 6 to 10 × 10. The number of RSUs does not affect
BA, but its performance is also plotted for reference. It is
expected that more RSUs reduce the query response time and
increase the query answer accuracy, as shown in Figures 4a
and 4b, respectively. This is because more useful object and
edge information can be poured into the network. When the
querying vehicle receives the information of nearby objects
from the RSUs, it can derive a smaller required search range
r in the verification step. As the number of RSUs increases,
the benefit of utilizing RSUs offsets the extra communication
overhead of their broadcast messages, and thus, the communication overhead of RSU reduces (Figure 4c).
D. Effect of the RSU Duty Region Size
Figure 5 depicts the effect of various duty region sizes on
the performance of RSU by varying the duty region size of

every RSU from 1/64 to 1/4 of the size of the entire system
area. The number of RSUs remains 8 × 8. The performance
of BA is also plotted for reference. It is expected that a larger
duty region size let RSUs pour more useful object and edge
information into the network that reduces the query response
time and increase the query answer accuracy, as shown in
Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. It is interesting to see that there
is no improvement on the query response time and the query
answer accuracy, when the duty region size further increases,
as depicted in Figures. 5a and 5b, respectively. The main
reason is that querying vehicles are usually interested in nearby
objects, i.e., the spatial locality of location-based queries.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new k-NN query processing
framework with the utilization of road-side units (RSUs) as
an infrastructure support for VANETs. We designed roadbased semantic broadcasting and scheduling methods to enable RSUs to pour useful information to the network, and a
communication protocol for a vehicle to deal with incomplete
transmission when it suddenly loses connection to a RSU. We
evaluated the performance of our framework with and without
the deployment of RSUs. Experimental results show that the
utilization of RSUs significantly improves the query response
time, query answer accuracy, and communication overhead.
Our future research directions are to study how to place RSUs
in VANETs and how to let vehicles work together with RSUs
to further improve the spatial query processing performance in
VANETs.
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